Dear Parents:
The HOT Season for Young People presents top quality professional performing arts at greatly reduced student prices. Your child will travel by bus to see Yao Yao on __________.

Yao Yao
February 3-7, 2020, 10:30 a.m.
Running time: 50 minutes
TPAC’s Polk Theater

Yao is a mischievous little girl who loves to play with her dad. Sadly, every morning Daddy has to dress up in his suit, pick up his briefcase, and go to work. One day, Yao grabs his overcoat as he leaves and accidentally pulls a thread that unravels, leading her on a surprising adventure. Yao dances, jumps, swims, and spins her way on a fantastical journey to the end of the thread. Young children will see themselves in this playful blend of reality and make-believe which incorporates shadow play, dress-up, and hide-and-seek games. The musicians on stage join the fast-paced action, while interactive screen projections animate the unlimited boundaries of childhood imagination.

It will cost your child $_______ for the performance.

Please send additional $_______ to cover the cost of the tour and bus transportation.

My child, _____________________________________________ has my permission to travel by bus to TPAC on the performance date listed above.

Signed___________________________________________________Date___________________

PHOTO RELEASE: Please sign
I give my school, the Tennessee Performing Arts Center and its sponsors, permission to use photographs and/or video of my child participating in TPAC Education Programs for institutional publicity and promotional materials. I understand that my child’s name will not be identified or credited.

Signed___________________________________________________Date___________________

HOT is funded in part by: